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Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea has 2, ratings and 52 reviews. Lila insisted on leaving her father's teaching expedition
to go back to the States and.

Dec 15, Elizabeth Ray rated it it was amazing I remember loving these books and I felt like I learned a lot
from them. I think a good deal of research went into writing them. This book is different from the others. The
others all were sort of good vs. This one is more of a rollicking adventure. Lila ends up locked inside the
watertight weapons pod at the bottom of the sea. But no one cares about Lila, so the Coopers had better find
the pod first if they want to save her life. Government who would rather destroy the pod than see it fall into
enemy hands. So, no hidden tombs or spooky corpses, just machine gun battles, speedboat chases, deep sea
divers clashing, etc. Anyway, this is all very tidily resolved, but the effort is appreciated. A romantic subplot
between Jake and tough-as-nails reporter Megan Flaherty is less appreciated and leads to a cringe inducingly
saccharine ending. It was a great adventure that kept me coming back for more! But at points this book pisses
me off on so many levels! Okay, Frank missed SO many oppertunities! At the point where Jay and Dr. Also,
this might be just me but Frank could have had Dr. Cooper have a propper goodbye with Meaghan Flaherty!
At least a hug would have been nice! Cooper and Meaghan have a lot in common, and I wanted to see them
get to the point where maybe, just maybe start a relationship! But all in all, it was a great book. The whole
series needs more love, people. I enjoyed the story and recommend it to tweens and teens. There were some
funny scenes and I particularly liked Mrs. The story line was a little predictable though. Along the journey
there were many colourful characters and it turned out to be an ok read. I listened to the audiobook version of
it, narrated by Frank Peretti himself and I have to say, he can, and usually does a better performance than this
one. Maybe this was his first audiobook narration.
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The Door in the Dragon's Throat/Escape from the Island of Aquarius/The Tombs of Anak/Trapped at the Bottom of the
Sea (The Cooper Kids Adventure Series ) Frank E. Peretti out of 5 stars

I think a good deal of research went into writing them. This book is different from the others. The others all
were sort of good vs. This one is more of a rollicking adventure. Lila ends up locked inside the watertight
weapons pod at the bottom of the sea. But no one cares about Lila, so the Coopers had better find the pod first
if they want to save her life. Government who would rather destroy the pod than see it fall into enemy hands.
So, no hidden tombs or spooky corpses, just machine gun battles, speedboat chases, deep sea divers clashing,
etc. Anyway, this is all very tidily resolved, but the effort is appreciated. A romantic subplot between Jake and
tough-as-nails reporter Megan Flaherty is less appreciated and leads to a cringe inducingly saccharine ending.
It was a great adventure that kept me coming back for more! But at points this book pisses me off on so many
levels! Okay, Frank missed SO many oppertunities! At the point where Jay and Dr. Also, this might be just me
but Frank could have had Dr. Cooper have a propper goodbye with Meaghan Flaherty! At least a hug would
have been nice! Cooper and Meaghan have a lot in common, and I wanted to see them get to the point where
maybe, just maybe start a relationship! But all in all, it was a great book. The whole series needs more love,
people. I enjoyed the story and recommend it to tweens and teens. There were some funny scenes and I
particularly liked Mrs. The story line was a little predictable though. Along the journey there were many
colourful characters and it turned out to be an ok read. I listened to the audiobook version of it, narrated by
Frank Peretti himself and I have to say, he can, and usually does a better performance than this one. Maybe
this was his first audiobook narration. Lila just wants to get away from it all. After having a fight with her
father, 13 year old Lila Cooper is done traveling the world and wants to go back to America so she boards a
military plane to America. I recommend this book Another page turner by author Frank Peretti. I recommend
this book to all ages.
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Lila Cooper awaits rescue-and reconciliation with her dad-in a top-secret weapons pod on the ocean floor. Meanwhile,
her brother and father race terrorists to reach Lila before she runs out of air.

Biography[ edit ] Frank E. Peretti was born in southern Canada, but raised in Seattle , Washington for most of
his life. Peretti was a natural storyteller who, as a child in Seattle, regularly told stories to neighborhood
children. After graduating from high school, he began playing banjo with a local bluegrass group. In , he gave
up his pastoring position and began taking construction jobs to make ends meet. A year later, he published
This Present Darkness , his most famous and popular novel to date. Although This Present Darkness was not
an immediate success, sales improved with word of mouth. Peretti followed This Present Darkness with a
sequel Piercing the Darkness , another tremendous success. Throughout the s, Peretti continued to write
full-time, releasing Prophet , The Oath , and The Visitation The Visitation landed at 19 on the New York
Times Bestseller list and was adapted into a film in He wrote a memoir, The Wounded Spirit , which covered
his struggles as a child with a facial tumor known as cystic hygroma , which caused him to be mocked by
other children and retreat to solitude, until it was eventually treated with multiple surgeries. The book was an
instant hit among both teens and adults, and was made into a low-budget film of the same name. The second
book in the series, Nightmare Academy , was published in with equal success. The two books together sold
more than , copies, according to Thomas Nelson Publishers. Peretti has mentioned that there may be more
possible entries in the Veritas Project series. Monster hit the New York Times Bestseller list at 34 on its first
week and rose to 29 on its second week. It received mixed reviews from Peretti and Dekker fans, but was
popular enough to be adapted as the film House , starring Michael Madsen. The novel, Illusion, was published
in March The Visitation was also made into a film by Twentieth Century Fox in House was released in select
theaters on November 7, He has also made a number of videos and associated audio tapes and books in which
he takes on the persona of Mr. Henry, a slightly eccentric inventor and Bible teacher. He has received
generally positive praise from many Christian book reviews, his books being heralded as telling entertaining
stories with complex interwoven plots. His concept of Territorial Spirits reigning over cities is paralleled in
non-fiction works in theology and missions by Pentecostal writers such as C. Michael Maudlin reports that
some readers have been so enthused they have declared that This Present Darkness is the best book ever
written after the Bible. For example, Kim Riddlebarger expresses alarm that many readers have "redefined
their entire worldview based upon a novel" and insists that the Bible does not call upon Christians to "engage
in spiritual warfare as a combat between angels and demons" "This Present Paranoia", pp and He is also
disturbed "to see the way Frank Peretti has become a popular and oft-quoted authority on the New Age"
because "his actual qualifications in religious matters are minimal" "The Evangelical Response to the New
Age", p.
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Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea by Frank E. Peretti Lila Cooper awaits rescue-and reconciliation with her dad-in a
top-secret weapons pod on the ocean floor. Meanwhile, her brother and father race terrorists to reach Lila before she
runs out of air.

The photos displayed within our listings are Stock Photos provided by eBay and the publisher as a visual aid.
They are not actual photos of the physical item for sale and should not be relied upon as a basis for edition or
condition. Payment within in 3 days is required via Paypal. At this time, we only accept payment via Pay Pal.
Free standard shipping in the US. Deliveries are made to your local post office by way of DHL Worldwide.
DHL tracking information is typically visible on your eBay dashboard within business days and can be tracked
at: This tracking information tracks packages from our fulfillment center to your local post office. Once
tendered to USPS, delivery time is determined by your local post office. USPS does not guarantee a specified
delivery time for Media Mail and deliveries may receive deferred service. All of our orders are shipped out
within 2 business days M-F of receiving cleared payment. Please confirm your shipping address via Paypal as
we cannot guarantee a change of address once your order has been received. Returns are accepted up to 30
days after the sale. Re-stocking fees may apply. Please contact us via email to receive return authorization.
Please contact us via eBay messages if you have any questions or concerns regarding your order. Our
customer service department is available M-F from 8: Our response time for email inquiries is 24 to 48 hours
or 2 business days M-F. Should you submit an email inquiry on a Friday after 3: Feedback is left for buyers
after purchase has been completed. Should our services meet your satisfaction, your feedback would be greatly
appreciated. Should you have an issue or problem with your order, we request the opportunity to make amends
or resolve the issue before feedback is left. Your satisfaction is our highest priority!
Chapter 5 : Frank E. Peretti - Wikipedia
Cooper Kids Adventures Series CD Audio Set of 8 Including Door in the Dragon's Throat, Escape From the Island of
Aquarius, the Tombs of Anak, and Trapped At the Bottom of the Sea, The Secret of the Desert Stone, The Legend of
Annie Murphy and More.

Chapter 6 : Editions of Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea by Frank E. Peretti
Time is running out on a desperate rescue mission After an argument with her father, a sullen Lila Cooper boards an Air
Force flight from Japan to the U.S. Her brooding is interrupted when a sudden hijacking leads to a scuffle and an
explosion, causing the plane to plummet toward the Pacific Ocean.

Chapter 7 : Trapped at the bottom of the sea by Heather Heath on Prezi
Lila leaves her father in Japan to stay with her aunt in Seattle. But the Air Force flight she is on is hijacked, and then
presumed to have crashed. The race is on to find her and the secret weapons pod before another hostile group does.

Chapter 8 : Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea - Frank E. Peretti - Google Books
TÃ©lÃ©charger Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea PDF. Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea est le meilleur livre et
recommandÃ© de lire. Inscrivez-vous maintenant pour accÃ©der Ã des milliers de livres disponibles en
tÃ©lÃ©chargement gratuit.
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Trapped at the Bottom of the Sea (The Cooper Kids Adventures, #4) Published May 30th by Turtleback Books
Hardcover, pages.
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